In just two weeks the vitamin C squares were shown to deliver these visible benefits:

- Skin looks more even-toned
- Skin looks more radiant
- Appearance of fine lines and wrinkles is improved.

TimeWise Replenshing Serum +C—$56
TimeWise Tone-Correcting Serum—$45
TimeWise Volu-Firm Lifting Serum—$70
TimeWise Pore Minimizer—$27
TimeWise Night Solution—$32

**NEW! TimeWise Vitamin C Activating Squares—$24**

**HOW DO I ACTIVATE THE SQUARE?**

All right, cleanse your face using your preferred May Kay cleanser.

1. **Step 1**: Place the square in the palm of your hand, cover with three to four drops of water, and mix until dissolved.

2. **Step 2**: Apply to face, and allow to dry completely before continuing your skin care regimen.

3. **Step 3**: Add the normal amount of your Mary Kay serum to the solution, and mix to activate the dissolved square.

4. **Step 4**: Use three times per week at night.

All prices are suggested retail. Results based on a four-week independent clinical study in which 29 women used TimeWise Vitamin C Activating Squares in a neutral time 3 times a week.